Evaluation of a new tail-cuff method for blood pressure measurements in rats with special reference to the effects of ambient temperature.
We evaluated a recently developed tail-cuff apparatus for the indirect blood pressure measurement in rats with special reference to the effects of ambient temperature. For this purpose, we designed two preparations 1) an intact preparation to determine the effect of ambient temperature on blood pressure measurements and 2) an anesthetized and catheterized preparation for comparison of the values of blood pressure obtained by the indirect and by the direct method. This apparatus also required enough pulse volume oscillations to measure the accurate value of blood pressure. Sufficient pulse volume oscillations were obtained within 20 min at 30 and 40 degrees C. At 40 degrees C, the values of blood pressure, pulse rate and rectal temperature were significantly higher than those at 30 degrees C. Correlation between blood pressure and rectal temperature was significant, and blood pressure increased with rectal temperature dependently. The values of the indirect measurement were close to the values measured directly, and these correlations were highly significant. Thus, we showed the effects of temperature for indirect blood pressure measurement. This tail-cuff apparatus could measure the accurate value of indirect blood pressure without thermal stress at 30 degrees C.